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Abstract. Children's interest is one indicator that can illustrate the popularity of the 

game. Nowdays, online games are developing rapidly and traditional games are getting 

forgotten. This study aims to find differences in elementary school students' interest in 

traditional games and online games. The method used is quantitative descriptive with a 

sample of 80 elementary school students in Semarang City. Data collection techniques 

using a questionnaire. Data were analyzed using t-test with SPSS 21 series. There are 

significant differences between elementary school students' interest towards traditional 

games and online games with significant value 0.000 < 0.05. Elementary school students' 

interest towards traditional games is higher than online games with an average score of 

traditional games as much as 21.025 and an average score of online games as much as 

14.663. Elementary school students' interest towards traditional games is higher than 

online games. 
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1 Introduction 

The Era of Digitalization is marked by the increasing use of electronic devices in human 

life. Nowadays electronic devices, especially gadgets became the major component in human 

life. This is evident from the increasing number of Internet usage each year. Overall, the num-

ber of Internet users worldwide is projected to reach 3 billion people by 2015. Three years 

later, in 2018, an estimated 3.6 billion people on earth will access the internet at least once 

every month and Indonesia is the country with the 6th largest number of internet users after 

China, the United States, India, Brazil, and Japan [1, 2]. The development of devices now is 

evenly distributed in all ages including children aged 5 years and even under 5 years [3]. The 

widespread use of devices in children makes the development of online games more rapidly. 

Play is an activity that can provide fun and relaxation for those who do it. Play is part of 

the children’s world and are not separated from each other [4]. Through play children can 

explore the knowledge and skills that exist within him. Therefore play an important activity to 

be performed by children [5, 6]. The development of the type of game today is very diverse 

ranging from traditional games that involve more physical abilities to online games that are 

currently popular among children. 
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Traditional games are one form of physical activity that has community cultural values 

[7]. Traditional games and sports reflect different cultural expressions and create bridges be-

tween cultures for mutual understanding. Preservation and promotion of traditional games and 

sports provide an important and essential contribution to the world cultural heritage [8]. Tradi-

tional games are not merely games, in traditional games there are cultural elements that are 

strongly attached and must continue to be preserved [9]. The traditional game is a game that 

has elements of a culture that grow and develop in society in accordance with the rules and 

norms and customs inherited hereditary maintained using either a tool or without tools in play 

[10, 11] . Traditional games are the result of great cultural value for children in order to fanta-

size, recreate, be creative, exercise as well as a means of training for community life, skills, 

politeness and dexterity [12]. Traditional games tend to encourage children to do physical 

activity that is beneficial to the growth and development of the body, in addition, encourage 

traditional games encourage children to learn to work together and respect each other. Tradi-

tional games directly affect the psychomotor, cognitive and emotional development of chil-

dren. Traditional games can influence the enjoyment of players and positively affect the over-

all development of children [13]. Traditional games are one of the physical activities used in 

teaching and learning activities, especially in physical education learning. Playing traditional 

games in learning encourages social interaction in learning, a competitive spirit, and friend-

ship that occurs during game-play [14]. 

Online games are games that are connected through an internet-based network that is 

played using a computer, gadget, laptop or other device [15]. Online games are a recreational 

tool that is widely used by many people. For the majority of people playing online games 

(video games) can be a stress reliever, relaxation, social interaction, challenges and competi-

tions, pleasure [16]. Online games are one product of advances in science and technology. 

Online games have evolved as gadget have expanded. Online games can be found and played 

on various devices such as smartphones, laptops, tablets and computers. With all the conven-

iences that exist in online games make people interested in trying to play it. Nowadays online 

games have very much demand ranging from children to adults, online games using comput-

ers provide more stimulation to play compared to other online games because of the rapid and 

instant gratification they provide [6]. The positive impact of online games is that they are able 

to develop people's visual-spatial abilities through the process of practicing processing spatial 

information from the monitor screen [17]. 

Traditional games and online games each have benefits in human life. Through physical 

education traditional games are still being introduced and preserved [18]. While the progress 

of the internet network and the many uses of gadgets make online games increasingly popular 

nowadays. When talking about physical activity, traditional games are important activities that 

should performed by children but online game also has benefical for children’s knowledge 

ability like processing spatial information. Previous studies have not explored data related to 

elementary school students' interest in traditional games and online games. This study aims to 

determine differences in elementary school students' interest in traditional games and online 

games. 

2 Methods 

The survey method was used in this study. A total of 80 elementary school students in 

Semarang were respondents in this study. The sampling technique used purposive sampling 
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with inclusion criteria include: 1) Have status of elementary school students; 2) 10-13 years 

old; 3) Willing to fill in the availability form to be a respondent and 4) Fill in the question-

naire interest in traditional games and online games. Procedures in this study include: 1) Sub-

jects get an explanation of the background of the research, 2) Subjects get an explanation of 

the stages they have to do, 3) Subjects fill out an approval letter to be a research respondent, 

4) Subjects get an explanation of how to fill in traditional game questionnaires and online 

games, 5) Subjects fill out questionnaire interest in traditional games and online games, 6) 

Data on traditional games and online games are processed to get the value of interest in tradi-

tional games and online games. Data collection techniques in this study is the use of question-

naires. the questionnaire used for data collection in this study were two questionnaires consist-

ing of: 1) traditional game interest questionnaire and 2) online game interest questionnaire. 

Measurement questionnaire in this study uses a Likert scale. Data analysis using t-test using 

SPSS series 21. The significance value of 0.05≤ p ≤0.05 will be considered for data interpreta-

tion with the prerequisite test before analysis. 

3 Results and discussions 

Playing in the learning process can provide a variety of movement experiences for chil-

dren, where the experience of movement is very instrumental in the process of growth and 

development of children. Motion development for elementary school children is defined as the 

development and refinement of various basic motion skills and motion skills related to sports 

[11]. Through play, children can explore the abilities that exist within themselves and learn 

new skills. Based on the data obtained as many as 17.21% of respondents were 10 years old, 

43.54% were 11 years old, 18.22% were 12 years old and 2.3% were 13 years old consisting 

of: 1) 9 male students and 7 female students aged 10 years old; 2) 23 male students and 21 

female students aged 11 years old; 3) 9 male students and 9 female students aged 12 years old; 

4) no male students and 2 female students aged 10 years old. 

 

Fig. 1. Respondent’s age data 
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Fig. 2. Responden participation data 

The development of traditional games and online games is influenced by one's interest in 

these types of games. The rise of gadgets uses makes online games increasingly popular 

among the public, including children. At present the gadget is inseparable from human life. 

Gadgets have become a necessity of daily life, starting from the activities of Education, 

Health, buying daily necessities and transportation, and have used gadgets. Technological 

progress is like two sides of a coin, where on the one hand technological advancements pro-

vide many positive benefits for humans to make it easier for humans to meet their needs. 

However, on the other hand, technological progress has a complex negative effect that ex-

ceeds the benefits of the technology itself, especially related to human life patterns in the so-

cio-cultural dimension [18]. Interest is a form of gesture that shows enthusiasm in performing 

certain activities. Interest is one of the initial steps for someone to participate in certain activi-

ties. If the level of interest is high, participation in these activities will also increase. When 

participation increases it will have an impact on the development of traditional games and 

online games. 

 

 

Fig. 3. elementary school students' interest towards traditional games and online games 
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Based on the data above it is known that elementary school students' interest in tradi-

tional games is 45% of students having very high interest, 40% of students having high inter-

est, 15% of students having low interest and none of students having very low interest. In 

addition, the elementary school students' interest towards the online game as much as 6,25% 

of students have a very high interest, 42.5% of students have a high interest, 46.25% of stu-

dents have a low interest and 5% of the students have a very low interest.  

 

 

Fig. 4. Elementary School Students' interest Toward Traditional Games 

 

 

Fig. 5. Elementary School Students' interest Toward Online Games 
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Table 1. Difference of elementary school students' interest between traditional games and online games 

Type of Game T-test 

value 

Sig. 

(2-tailed) 

Mean 

Difference 

Traditional Games 

Interest 

34.59

8 

0.00

0 

21.02

5 

Online Game Interest 29.17
9 

0.00
0 

14.66
3 

 

Based on that data, there are significant differences between elementary school students' 

interest towards traditional games and online games with significant value 0.000 < 0.05. Ele-

mentary school students' interest towards traditional games is higher than online games with 

an average score of traditional games as much as 21.025 and an average score of online games 

as much as 14.663. Elementary school students' interest towards the game is still higher than 

that of traditional online games. The development of digital devices made people begin to 

leave the traditional way of life. Although modernization changes the patterns of human life 

but in some aspects they still use traditional patterns. The inclusion of sophistication of tech-

nology brings traditional people of Indonesia to be more practical. Now the public considers 

traditional games or sports to be replaced by online games and fitness centers [19].  

Basically traditional games and online games have a positive values on children. Tradi-

tional games involving physical activity provide benefits for the development of thinking, 

problem solving, basic motion development and social skills. Traditional games are facilities 

for children to play. Besides being beneficial for health, fitness and child development, there 

are also positive values contained in traditional games such as honesty, cooperation, sports-

manship, helping each others, responsibility, discipline and many more where these things can 

build the character of children [9, 20]. Beside the positive impact found on traditional games, 

the high interest on traditional games compare online game is due to inherent values of na-

tional culture. Online games are types of games that involve digital devices and internet net-

works. Online gaming means you can play in real time with people across the world through a 

computer, games console, tablet or smartphone connected to the internet. Games can offer 

children a world of adventure to immerse themselves in, but it’s important to understand how 

children can stay safe and what games are appropriate for their age. There are also positive 

impact for children such as: 1) enhance memory, brain’s speed, and concentration; 2) Im-

proved multi-tasking skills; 3) Promotes teamwork and builds confidence; 4) physical and 

social benefit [21, 22].  

Although both of the games has positive values on children, online game also has nega-

tive impact on children. As we know that online game not involving physical activity to per-

formed it, children can play the game everywhere and everytime they want. It can makes chil-

dren less activity and become obese. Preschool children with high intensity gadget usage have 

a 2.1 times greater chance of being obese compared to preschool children with low gadget 

usage intensity [23].Uncontrolled gadget uses also affecting children’s social and emotional, 

children become has negative characters such as shy, lacking confidet, lonely, stubborn and 

do not have good communication skills with other people [24, 25]. Therefore, every parent 

needs to controle and give more attention to their children if they play online game. If children 

play online games without under parents supervision, they become addicted to online games.  

To prevent children addicted to online games, parent can take some strategy such as: 1) select 

according to the child's age, 2) Selective choosing game applications in gadgets, 3) Accompa-
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ny the child in play, 4) Limit your child's time playing gadget, and 5) Inviting children to do 

positive activities [26]. 

Based on our findings,elementary school student‘s interest on traditional games is still 

higher than online games but to face of digitalization era, precise strategies are needed in pre-

serving traditional games and appropriate strategies are needed in supervising children from 

the negative effects of excessive use of gadgets and online games. 

4 Conclusion 

 Elementary school students' interest towards traditional games is higher than online 

games. Both traditional games and online games have positive benefits for children's growth 

and development. However, playing online games for children requires more supervision from 

parents because there is a negative impact if children play online games without parental su-

pervision.  

 The high interest of children on traditional games makes traditional games will still exist 

even though online games are growing rapidly. Positive values that support children's charac-

ter are one of the reasons traditional games have become the choice of physical activity for 

children. Although online games have some negative effects, the positive benefits can be ob-

tained by children with restrictions of gadgets use and parental supervision on duration and 

intensity of playing online games. 
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